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otion Symmetry In Conversation

n Windle, Sarah Taylor, David Greenwood, Iain Matthews

Data-driven synthesis of human motion during conversational speech is an active research area with applications
aracter animation, computer gaming and conversational agents. Natural looking motion is key to both perceived rea
standing of any synthesised animation. Multi-modal speech and body-motion data is scarce and limited, so it is com
t real motion data by mirroring the body pose to double the number of training samples. This augmentation is base
ption that a person’s gesturing is not affected by handedness and that the reflected pose is plausible. In this stud
e validity of this assumption by evaluating the reflective symmetry of a speaker’s arms during conversational excha
e the left and right arm motion of 36 subjects during dyadic conversation and present the per-frame symmetry o
res. To identify temporal offsets caused by the presence of a leading hand, we compute the time lag between movem
and right arms. We perform a nearest neighbour search to test the validity of any mirrored pose. We also con
n theory to examine the information gain from mirroring the data. We implement a speech-to-gesture generative m
ne the efficacy of lateral mirroring techniques for data augmentation. Our findings suggest that both positional symm
ght motion offsets vary from speaker to speaker. We conclude that data augmentation by mirroring is valid in certain c
idering the mirrored pose as a new virtual identity, but that it should be carefully considered as a generic approach i
style and handedness of the original speaker is to be maintained.

roduction
h gesturing contributes to language produc-
perception during conversation. Gesturing
semantic context, and may be indicative of
and emphasis (Kendon, 1994; McNeill, 1985;
Kennedy, 1994; De Ruiter et al., 2012). Gestur-
versational speech serves many purposes in-

ontributing to increased understanding, turn
d listener feedback. Given the multi-modal
conversation, it follows that there is a co-

cy between speech and gesture.
driven approaches for automatically driving
tion from speech is an active research area
erson et al., 2020a,b; Henter et al., 2020; Korzun
0; Yoon et al., 2020; Ginosar et al., 2019). Ap-
for these conversational agents include char-

mation, computer gaming and codec avatars
inov et al., 2021). Such systems require multi-
ta comprised of motion captured body pose
orresponding audio signal. These datasets
ally time-consuming and both financially and
tionally expensive to capture, therefore, avail-
scarce. A practised augmentation approach
mirroring (Henter et al., 2020; Alexanderson
0b; Gong et al., 2021). This is to flip the left
sided motion with each other.

lateral mirroring effectively doubles the

amount of training data, we raise the question of28
natural and appropriate this augmented data is. As29
metry is known to occur in pose from physical b30
constraints and gesture style types. We present a s31
of frame-by-frame position and temporal charact32
tics to investigate if this mirroring produces nat33
speaker-dependent movement. This study is not34
relevant to gesture generation and data augmenta35
it provides an insight into arm symmetry during36
versation, providing greater understanding for all37
vant fields of research such as gesture recognition38
gesture behaviour. Finally we consider the use of39
method of analysis as a means to evaluate perform40
of data-driven synthesised motion.41

2 Related Work42

We present a review on works relating to speech ges43
ing, body motion datasets, methods for speech-dr44
body animation, and techniques for data augmenta45
used by these methods.46

2.1 Arm Gesture and Symmetry47

Neither speech nor gesture alone allows a speake48
communicate to their full efficiency. Removing ei49
of these modalities leads to a reduction in semiotic50
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agner et al., 2014) and communicative un-
ing (Hostetter, 2011). One reason for this is

modality represents certain information bet-
he other. For example, hands might better de-
ape or direction by providing visual cues. The
that form these cues may or may not be sym-
and this may, in part, depend on the particular
direction being described.
onmental conditions contribute a great deal to
rtance of each modality during a conversation.
nd enclosed space may cause a person to be

tive with their gesturing, whereas to commu-
e same speech in an expansive, outside envi-
a person may gesture more actively as they

e space. Proximity and facing direction of the
tional partner within the environment will also

extent and type of gesturing. If conversation
place while walking alongside their partner,
rompt different behaviour to a static face-to-

raction. Similarly, if the partner is far away,
may be emphasised to account for the reduc-
e received audio volume. It has been found
ure activity increases during adverse listen-
itions, such as acoustic noise and non-native
conversational partners (Drijvers et al., 2018).
ts surrounding or colliding with the speaker
physical constraints that inhibit or otherwise

sturing. For instance, a wall to one side of
er will limit their available gesture space, con-
ysical activity and likely increase asymmetry.
, a speaker’s hand might be occupied with an
ch as a glass of water, which would alter ges-
aviour.
duals exhibit gestural idiosyncrasies. Some
may commonly perform self-adaptor traits
elf-touching or scratching. Others may have
ical restrictions, making particular gestures

le and affecting the realisation of others. In
hese cases, asymmetry in the positioning of
is likely.
mount of conversational gesturing that takes
ing an interaction can be linked to a speaker’s
ty. It has been found that a speaker’s Big Five
ty traits (extroversion, neuroticism, conscien-
, agreeableness and openness to experience)
lated with the amount of gesture production
r, 2011). In particular, extroversion is posi-
related with representational gesture produc-
ch might be due to extroverted people having
unts of energy in social situations and there-
ring regardless of communicative effect.
ill defined a gesture space (McNeill, 2011),
at the majority of gestures happen in the cen-
re space which encompasses the area below
and between the shoulders and elbows. Pe-

ripheral gesture space encapsulates gestures perfor106
outside of the central gesture space and can be tho107
of as the extremes of gesturing. They suggest that108
peripheral gestures aim to capture visual attention109

McNeill also defined a classification on the110
mantic functions of gesture types (McNeill, 2111
They categorised gestures as either emblematic, ic112
metaphoric, deictic or beat: Emblematic gestures113
a conventionalised meaning; Iconic gestures resem114
a certain physical aspect of the conveyed informa115
Metaphoric gesture is an Iconic gesture resembling116
stract content; Deictic gesture point out location117
space; and Beat gestures are simple and fast movem118
of the hands commonly synchronised with pros119
events in speech (Pouw et al., 2020). However, in p120
tice a gesture may perform many semantic funct121
and it has instead been proposed to treat each ges122
category as a dimension on which gestures load to123
fering degrees (McNeill, 2008).124

A speaker’s handedness has been found to im125
gesture production, particularly regarding the posit126
ing of the left and right arms. It has been found127
beat-style gestures were more commonly perfor128
with a speaker’s dominant hand, while representati129
gestures in right-handed speakers had a right-han130
preference while left-handed speakers did not ha131
hand preference (Çatak et al., 2018). There is an132
sociation between gestural handedness and the e133
tional dimensions of pleasure and arousal. Kipp134
Martin (Kipp and Martin, 2009) found significant135
relation between emotion category and handedne136
the gesture, where speakers consistently used their137
hands to gesture during a relaxed, positive mood138
their right hands to gesture when in a negative, agg139
sive mood.140

We have reviewed works that analyse gestural s141
metry during conversation, however, these works142
limited by the data used. Data is often observed m143
ually from video (McNeill, 2011) or limited to a144
speakers worth of data (Kipp and Martin, 2009).145
reveals a limitation in current studies that we aim146
address.147

2.2 Body Motion Data and Limitation148

Conversational body motion data is needed for149
forming analysis of gestural symmetry, and for trai150
generative speech-to-body animation models. H151
ever, the availability of such data is scarce and is152
commonly arise during the data collection proces153
sulting in data that is noisy, unnatural or lackin154
quantity. Ideally, motion data is recorded using op155
motion capture systems that track retroreflective m156
ers on the speaker. The 3D position of each mark157
triangulated between multiple cameras. Issues reg158
ing marker jitter, swapping and occlusion often req159
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aptured landmarks to be manually cleaned.
, motion capture is both financially and com-
lly expensive to collect, but can result in high-
erformance capture. An abundance of body
ata is available if we use video as a data source.
extracting 3D key points from a single video
allenging, often leading to noise and inaccu-

h estimation. This causes a trade off between
lity and quantity.

aset that was collected for data-driven syn-
motion is the Trinity dataset (Ferstl and Mc-
2018). It contains 244 minutes of speech and
ata that was recorded using 20 Vicon cam-
the motion data is high quality and accurate.
the Trinity dataset contains only one male

roducing monologue speech. Gestural motion
etry varies across speakers and therefore it

t to draw conclusions from a single speaker.
speech is monologue, the gesturing that re-

istener understanding and turn taking is also
red.

l interaction is not limited to conversation.
. (Joo et al., 2015) presented a dataset that
social interactions during game scenarios, to-
ith a description of the Panoptic Studio that
for the capture. The capture system is com-
a large dome structure containing 480 VGA

for video capture, each with calibrated frame
d positions. Using the known positions of the
nd 2D pose estimation software, 3D poses are

y predicted. While this system produces clean
pture, it is both financially and computation-

nsive. With 480 cameras, the data-rate is ap-
ely 29.4 Gbps, requiring a large amount of pro-
ower and storage to manage such quantities

hile this dataset provides multiple speakers’
the scenarios recorded are not natural conver-
ut instead social interactions during games,
ill affect the types of gestures that are pro-

is an abundance of video data available that
conversational interaction. This is exploited
ar et al. who extracted monologue speech and
ata from videos of talk show hosts, lecturers
angelists (Ginosar et al., 2019). The videos are
a single view and therefore only 2D keypoints
acted. Further work estimated 3D keypoints
ataset (Habibie et al., 2021), however the result
nd includes errors in depth prediction.

ain limitations of existing motion captured
he number of identities and lack of natural
nversation. The Talking with Hands dataset
by Lee et al. mitigates these limitations and

d for our analysis (Lee et al., 2019). This dataset
ed in Section 3.

2.3 Speech-driven Body Animation215

Embodied conversational agents describe both hum216
like robots and animations that aim to employ hum217
realistic verbal and non-verbal communicative mo218
ities. Data-driven approaches for automatically d219
ing body motion from speech is an active research220
(Alexanderson et al., 2020a,b; Henter et al., 2020; Ko221
et al., 2020; Yoon et al., 2020; Ginosar et al., 2019). T222
approaches aim to estimate a speakers pose, typi223
represented by a sparse set of skeleton joints, from t224
corresponding speech audio signal.225

Recent approaches for data-driven motion syn226
sis typically involve deep learning (Alexanderson e227
2020a,b; Henter et al., 2020; Korzun et al., 2020; Y228
et al., 2020; Ginosar et al., 2019). Their success is hi229
dependent on the data used to train them. For insta230
small datasets or those lacking diversity can lea231
models not generalising well or overfitting to trai232
data (Perez and Wang, 2017). Data quality is also233
portant as a model can only learn to be as good as234
training data, and inaccurate or poorly labelled235
will cause the model to learn incorrect information236
mitigate the limited amount of available body mo237
data, it is common to augment the dataset. It is ke238
ensure that the quality of the data is not comprom239
during augmentation, and the focus of our work240
explore this.241

2.4 Data Augmentation242

Data augmentation are techniques used to increase243
amount of data by adding slightly modified copie244
real data or created synthetic data from existing d245
The most common technique for this is through246
warping defined in (Perez and Wang, 2017) as an247
proach to directly augment the input data to the m248
in data space. Augmentation approaches vary dep249
ing on the data type and the problem domain.250

When working with image data it is common to251
ply simple transformations on each image. These252
clude flipping, scaling, rotating, translating, noise253
jection and colour space transformation (Shorten254
Khoshgoftaar, 2019). While flipping, scaling, rota255
and translating are all possible to apply to a 3D sk256
ton representation of body motion data, it is not257
essarily appropriate. Scaling the skeleton by a di258
ent amount in each dimension would alter the i259
tity. If we scale by the same amount, and if joint260
gles are used to represent the skeleton pose, this261
ing would not provide additional information as the262
gles would remain identical. Applying a global rota263
to the skeleton might introduce unnatural positio264
(e.g. losing foot contact with the ground). Transla265
the skeleton would not effectively augment the266
as the speaker would still move in the same way,267
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rent location. Adding noise to the captured
ould cause unnatural, jittery motion. Flipping
lly mirroring) the skeleton is the only of these
mentation approaches that still produces po-
valid human body motion. It is our goal to
e in what cases this augmentation is a valid
.

ta and Pre-processing
y performs an analysis on the body motion
Talking with Hands dataset (Lee et al., 2019).
set consists of 16.2-million frames of motion
mes Per Second across 50 different speakers
yadic conversation. Unfortunately not all of
is currently publicly available and therefore
ble subset of 36 speakers has been used. The
of speakers were only captured in conversa-
one other speaker (shallow speakers), while
umber had multiple conversational partners
akers). We removed any non-conversation
of the data (e.g. T-Pose sequences) prior to
g the analysis.

ataset provides a set of 3D skeleton joint key-
r each frame. Our study focuses on the arm
ts, and considers only the 3D locations of
nd right shoulder, elbow, forearm and wrist.
ton was translated per frame such that the
t between each shoulder joint was at the ori-
simplifies the analysis and accounts for large
ns of arms from motion originating from the
h as leaning forwards and backwards. This al-
o evaluate translations made by motion gen-
m the arms independently of the rest of the
coordinate system utilised in this paper is as

Height (Up and Down)

Depth (Back and Forth)

Width (Left and Right)

so use a consistent colour scheme through all
represent each forearm. Cyan depicts the

arm and Blue depicts the left forearm.

an Pose Symmetry
valuate the symmetry of the mean poses for
ker, aiming to reveal an impression of the per-
ymmetry across all of their motion. Using all
s of motion, the per-speaker mean pose is cal-

We then project the right arm to the space of
rm by laterally mirroring (along the y-axis).
te the arm symmetry, the Euclidean distance

Figure 1: Euclidean distance between mirrored r
arm and the left for each speaker.

between all joints in the left arm and projected r316
arm are calculated. The lower this distance, the cl317
the two arms are to each other, which is indicative318
more symmetrical pose.319

We show the range of symmetry in Figure 1. We320
serve that a person’s mean pose is not always symm321
rical. Shallow3 is found to have the most symmet322
mean pose, whereas Deep3 has the most asymm323
pose according to the Euclidean distance.324

From the 36 speakers we select the two with325
highest and two with the lowest Euclidean dista326
representing the subjects exhibiting the least and m327
arm symmetry in their mean pose. We visualise328
level of symmetry by overlaying a perspective pro329
tion of the mirrored right arm onto the left arm. Figu330
shows this projection from both a frontal and side331
for each of the four speakers. There is clear asymm332
in the mean arm pose of Deep3 and Shallow4 (colu333
one and two). The left arm of Deep3 shows itself334
gled towards the right side of their body, whereas335
right arm is pointing away from their body, towards336
camera. Shallow4 orients their right wrist away f337
their body while their left wrist is pointing tow338
their body. At the other extreme, Shallow3 and S339
low2 show good symmetry (columns three and f340
In these examples, the mirrored right arm overlaps341
left arm from the shoulder to the elbow with a s342
divergence from the elbow to the wrist.343

The largest differences between the arm positio344
observed in the side view, whereby each of the left a345
are positioned further forward than the right a346
While this observation is more prominent on the347
most asymmetric speakers, it holds for each of348
speakers in Figure 2.349

5 Spatial Symmetry350

The mean pose analysis in Section 4 provides an351
cation of the symmetry of a speaker’s most freq352
(or neutral) arm positions. However, it does not exp353
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ch case, the right arm (cyan forearm) has been
and overlaid onto the left arm (blue forearm).
front view. Bottom row: side view.

the motion of the arms is similar or symmetri-
s section we investigate whether the observed
ry is an effect of a speaker’s tendency to ges-

on one side than the other, and whether the
upy symmetrical gesture spaces. We use 3D
s to gather statistics regarding the arm motion
peaker, discuss the speakers’ motion ranges
, and define their data-driven gesture spaces.

ll Arm Motion Range

whether a similar amount of energy is ex-
the left and right arms, we measure the devia-
the mean pose. We independently compute a

se Euclidean distance from each arm to its re-
ean pose. These statistics are calculated over

ints.
e 3 shows the results for the four speakers that
tified as exhibiting the least and most symme-
ir mean pose in Section 4. It is evident that the
f deviation from the mean pose in the left and
s is not significantly different if we consider
that fall within the whiskers, which represent
hin 1.5 × the interquartile range beyond the
third quartiles. However, the outliers do ap-
ewhat asymmetrical for speakers Deep3 and
, each displaying greater divergence from the
h the right arm compared to the left. Shallow3
low2 exhibit more symmetrical outliers, indi-
at a similar amount of space is encompassed
rms during these infrequent, larger gestures.

imum and minimum values for each speaker
e same trend, with larger maximum values
for the right arm in the former two speakers,
ar values for both arms for the latter two.
e 4 shows a frontal perspective projection of
ker’s arm pose taken over all of their respec-
ersations at 1 second intervals. We observe

variability in the gestural symmetry and the am390
of gesturing per speaker. Shallow3 appears the m391
symmetrical with a wide range of positions produce392
both arms. Despite having a highly symmetrical m393
pose, Shallow2 exhibits a high degree of asymm394
in the peripheral poses whereby the right arm rea395
wider poses than the left, but the left arm prod396
higher gestures than the right. Deep3 and Shall397
both raise their right hands more frequently than t398
left, suggesting increased expressiveness in that d399
inant hand. From these plots it is evident that as400
metry is most apparent in the peripheral gesture s401
where the extreme gestures are performed. Altho402
relatively infrequent, these extreme gestures captur403
sual attention and are perceptually significant (McN404
2011).405

5.2 Gesture Spaces406

McNeill defines the central gesture space as the area407
low the neck and between the shoulders and elb408
and the peripheral gesture space as any gestures409
formed outside of the central gesture space (McN410
2011). Given the variability between the spaces o411
pied by each speaker’s arm and the frequency in w412
they extend into their respective peripheral spaces413
propose a data-driven approach to defining spea414
specific gesture spaces. We use statistics to defi415
speaker’s common gesture space and extreme ges416
space. The common gesture space is the region wi417
a single standard deviation of the respective speak418
mean arm pose. The extreme gesture space is the s419
outside of a single standard deviation of the mean p420
away from the body.421

Using our definition, we partition the data into422
sections. The extreme partition contains all poses423
at least one arm in the extreme gesture space, and424
common partition contains the remaining data.425
again compute the per-speaker distance from the m426
pose for each partition, and the results can be see427
Figure 5. For the majority of the speakers, the dista428
from the mean for gestures within the common429
ture space are similar for both left and right arms430
ure 5, bottom row). An exception is the speaker D431
in which the range is larger for the right hand.432
greatest differences between the left and right arm433
observed in the extreme gesture space (Figure 5,434
row), particularly for the asymmetric speakers D435
and Shallow4. In each case, one hand diverges fur436
from the mean than the other.437

For Deep3, we observe that the left arm is more438
tive in the extreme gesture space than the right,439
the reverse is true in the common gesture space.440
plot the perspective projection of all poses corresp441
ing to the extreme and common gesture spaces in442
ure 6 for each speaker to visualise these differences.443
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3: Per-frame Euclidean distance from the mean of each arm for four speakers. L=Left arm, R=Right arm

Figure 4: A frontal perspective projection of all poses per speaker, taken at one-second intervals.

Per-frame Euclidean distance from the mean of each arm, split into Extreme Gesture Space (Top) and Com
pace (Bottom). L=Left Arm. R=Right Arm.
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Frontal projections of all poses from four speakers at one-second intervals, split into Extreme Gesture S
Common Gesture Space (Bottom). Percentage in the corner denotes the percentage of poses belonging to

e gesture space for the respective speaker.

eveals that the right arm of Deep3 does con-
gesturing in the extreme gesture space, but
of the left arm are wider, taller and further

mean pose. In contrast, the bottom row shows
vement in the right arm than the left in the
gesture space, but not significantly.
e 6 highlights that the positioning of the arms
n gesture space appears to be more symmet-
in extreme space across all speakers. Each

xhibits different types of asymmetry in the
gesture space. Shallow4 lowers their left arm
s the right and shallow2 extends their right
r than the left. Shallow3 has highly mobile
holds symmetry in both spaces reasonably

sistent with the findings in Section 5.1. The
e of poses within each gesture space as shown
6 impacts the effect of mirroring. Given more
y being found in the common gesture space, if
has a lower use of the extreme gesture space,
tial negative impact of mirroring is reduced.

lf-adaptor Traits
tors are movements that occur simultane-
h speech gesturing, and that typically include
, such as scratching of the neck, clasping at

, adjusting hair or interlocking fingers. These
d to be realised asymmetrically.
e 7 shows the poses of speaker Shallow25 who
y touches their left hand to their right fore-
reverse, right hand touching left forearm, is

nt in any of the motion. If laterally mirrored,

Figure 7: Shallow25 poses taken at one-second in
vals. This speaker exhibits self-adaptor movem
whereby the left hand frequently touches the right f
arm.
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daptor movement would not accurately rep-
alid pose from that speaker. The presence and
self-adaptor traits has been found to signifi-
pact the perceived level of neuroticism of a

Neff et al., 2011), and the effect of reversing the
ess of the behaviour is not well established.

mmetry in Gesture Types
nsidering the impact of symmetry, the type
e being performed may be important. We re-
number of speech-motion pairs to determine
act may occur from the gesture being mir-

e cannot generalise from these few examples,
d should be useful to consider specific aspects

e suitable when mirrored.
serve that beat gestures are often performed

le hand. Figure 8 shows a pose plot of a beat
nd the values of each wrist position over time.
e pose plot appears fairly symmetrical with
s raised, it is clear that the right arm is moving
wn, while the left stays fairly static. While we
ow the dominant hand of this speaker, we ob-
e trends similar to those of Çatak et al. (Çatak
8) where one hand is performing the gesture.

“And you go through all these steps in life”

Beat Gesture

A speaker performing a beat gesture. (a)
ch pose formed over the sequence with the
being said below. (b) shows the positions of

st in both lateral (left-right) and height (up-
rections.

et al. (Çatak et al., 2018) suggest that repre-
al gestures are performed by a dominant hand

Metaphoric Gesture - Asymmetrical

“Pulls out his umbrella and puts it on”

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: A speaker performing a metaphoric ges
In this case, the gesture is asymmetric due to con
(a) shows each pose formed over the sequence with
sentence being said below. (b) shows the position
each wrist in both lateral (left-right) and height
down) directions.

for right-handed speakers but no dominant hand499
found in left-handed speakers. While we cannot c500
pare handedness in this work, we do consider that501
context of the gesture can determine the symmetr502
the gesture performed. Figure 9 shows a metaph503
gesture being performed, mimicking the use of an504
brella. It is typical for a person to only use a single h505
while using an umbrella and therefore a single han506
used to depict this. Should this pose be mirrored, it507
still make logical sense as a single hand will be508
but the handedness of the speaker may not be m509
tained. Figure 10 is a gesture performed by ano510
speaker, however, they are referring to moving a h511
object onto a table. Typically moving heavy objec512
the manner outlined in the speech would require513
hands and therefore two hands have been used to514
pict this. In this instance there are high degrees of s515
metry between each arm movement, both arms mo516
and seemingly at the same or similar time.517

With regards to directional Deictic gestures, we518
served that often the hand closest to the direction519
used. Figure 11 shows a gesture referring to each en520
a building. “That end of the building” is referred to521
ing the right arm, pointing towards the same direc522
to depict an area far away. “this end of the buildin523
seemingly the end in which they are stood and a s524
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Metaphoric Gesture - Symmetrical

: A speaker performing a metaphoric gesture.
se, the gesture is symmetric due to context.
each pose formed over the sequence with the
being said below. (b) shows the positions of

st in both lateral (left-right) and height (up-
rections.

t of the left arm is used to refer to this. Figure
lot shows a clear spike as the right arm moves
k directional gesture, the left arm is lowering,
g asymmetry.
escribe some examples of symmetrical and
rical poses and their associated gesture type.
that in some cases a mirrored, symmetrical
well still portray the same meaning. A good

of this is when a metaphoric action requires
f both hands to lift something. However, in
ple Deictic gesture this would not continue to
se when performed in the same location.

rrored Pose Validity
machine learning approaches, the goal of lat-

rroring body pose is to generate further, valid
of the same speaker. In these cases, validity
s if the mirrored poses fall within the gesture
he original data belonging to that speaker. In

on we visualise and quantify mirrored pose va-
g this definition.
rform a nearest neighbour search of each mir-
e in the original motion data per speaker. The
metric used is the Euclidean distance which is

over the joint locations in both arms. We fo-

“From that end of the building to this end of the building”

(a)

(b)

Deictic Gesture

Figure 11: A speaker performing a Deictic gesture
shows each pose formed over the sequence with
sentence being said below. (b) shows the position
each wrist in both lateral (left-right) and height
down) directions.

cus on the poses that fall within the extreme ges549
space, defined as any pose outside of one standard550
viation away from the mean pose (Section 5.2). We551
present a visualisation of the nearest neighbours in552
ure 12. In this plot the top row shows a subset of553
mirrored poses for each speaker, and the bottom554
shows the nearest neighbours from the original mo555
data. It is evident from this figure that it is not pos556
to cover the full range of motion found in the mirr557
poses in the original data. For each speaker there558
areas in world space for which the arm does not r559
in the original data.560

In the rightmost column of Figure 12 we obs561
that, with speaker Shallow2, for the left arm to r562
out as wide as it does in the mirrored poses, in the o563
inal data, the right arm also has to extend. This564
gests that in the original data, it is characteristic565
either both arms to move to a wide position toge566
or for the right arm to move out wide independe567
It is uncharacteristic for the left arm to reach ou568
dependently from the right arm. For both Deep3569
Shallow4 (leftmost columns), when the mirrored p570
are at their most extreme poses (i.e. the arms elev571
to their highest and widest positions), it is not pos572
to match these in the original data.573

Figure 13 shows mean distances between the574
rored poses and the closest match in the original d575
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: The frontal 2D projections of mirrored poses that are at least 1 standard deviation away from their m
) and the closest respective mean poses from the original data (bottom).

Deep3 was associated with the least symmet-
n pose from the dataset (Section 5), we observe
e extreme gesture space, they produce similar

with both left and right hands.

mporal Symmetry

ysis so far has considered only frame-wise
, which does not account for differences in the

of each arm. Lateral mirroring for body data
ation swaps the positions of the arms on a
-frame basis, so the dynamics of the respective
inherently swapped. In practice, there may
synchrony, or a temporal shift, between the

f the two arms, particularly if the speaker ges-
a dominant hand. In this section we perform

orrelation analysis to reveal any temporal lag
left and right hands.
lation between the left and right hand posi-
omputed over a 401-frame window (≈ 4.5s),
t frame 𝑡 . For each windowed frame in the left
a, 𝑡 = 0, . . . ,𝑇 , we slide the window over the
data from frames 𝑡 − 200 to 𝑡 + 200 and com-

correlation coefficient between the segments.
window size was not used since we observed
longer than 2.2 seconds was more commonly

rhythmic motion than an asynchrony caused
ng hand. The cross-correlation analysis is per-
r each motion sequence on a per-speaker ba-

ndependently run the analysis on each direc-

tional axis and the Euclidean distance to the mean604
of each hand, and the results can be seen in Figure605

Although Shallow2 has a relatively symmet606
gesture space (Figure 4), Figure 14 clearly shows a d607
inant hand in the temporal domain. This indicates608
this speaker leads with their right hand with a m609
offset of 28 frames (≈ 0.31𝑠) when considering the610
tance from the mean pose. If we consider the ind611
ual axes, we observe that the right hand leads i612
cases, and in the X and Y axes the offset is greater613
0.5𝑠 . This suggests that, although a symmetrical614
is formed, there is a temporal offset between ha615
achieving this pose.616

It is evident that other speakers’ motions are m617
symmetrical and very small temporal offsets w618
found. Shallow3 in Figure 14 is an example where619
mean offset does not exceed a mean of 17 frames (0620
in any axis.621

9 Mutual Information622

In this Section we explore mirroring for data augm623
tation from an information theory perspective. Sp624
ically, whilst mirroring effectively doubles the am625
of data, how much additional information does i626
troduce? We compute the mutual information betw627
the original data and its mirrored counterpart to re628
the dependence between the two distributions.629

We measure Normalised Mutual Information (N630
(Strehl and Ghosh, 2002) on a per-speaker, per-axis631
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: Euclidean distance between mirrored arm position and the closest pose from the original data for pos
me gesture space.

: Cross correlation analysis between left and right hand position for each directional axis and Euclid
from the mean.
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: Normalised Mutual Information per-speaker,
measured between the original and mirrored
ts. Lower values represent a higher degree of
ence.

wrist joint. NMI is computed using the fol-

𝑁𝑀𝐼 (𝑋, �̃� ) = 𝐼 (𝑋, �̃� )√︃
𝐻 (𝑋 )𝐻 (�̃� )

(1)

𝑋, �̃� ) is the mutual information between the
nd mirrored data, and 𝐻 (𝑋 ) and 𝐻 (�̃� ) is the
f the original and mirrored data respectively.
py is calculated using the nearest neighbour
(Kozachenko and Leonenko, 1987).
alising the Mutual Information allows for easy
on between speakers and axis, producing a
ween 0-1. This NMI value describes the depen-
the two variables. At zero NMI, the variables
letely independent, and as the NMI increases
dicates a reduction in uncertainty and largely
t variables.
MI for each speaker is shown in Figure 15.
s that the amount of mutual information in

s is speaker-dependent. However, when con-
he relative mutual information between axes,
s (movement of the wrist in the vertical axis)
tly has higher values. Therefore, our analysis
that more information will be gained in the
t along the X-axis (forward-back) and the Z-
right) from augmenting the dataset with mir-
es. Information symmetry is revealed from
levels of NMI and therefore, low information

y indicates the importance of both wrists to
models. This is particularly important when
motion datasets gathered from video. As oc-
common, arms are often interpolated or miss-

the data. By removing or including potentially
arm movement on one side, you are losing
t information or introducing large amounts of

uncharacteristic information.664

10 Generative Modelling665

To further support our findings, we train a Long Sh666
Term Memory (LSTM) model on different splits of667
and use various augmentation settings to map f668
speech to body pose. We aim to determine the impa669
including the potentially uncharacteristic mirrored670
tion for a speaker and whether including the mirr671
speaker as a new virtual identity improve results.672

10.1 Motion Representation673

Of the 36 speakers released, only 18 have both a674
and motion capture available and therefore we use675
subset. Mocap was down-sampled to 30fps to en676
realistic motion was maintained, but training time677
reduced. A test sequence is randomly held out for678
speaker and the remaining data, 20% is held out for679
idation and 80% is used for training. The global p680
tion for each speaker is inconsistent and therefore681
respective mean global root position is removed f682
each frame on a per-sequence basis. 3D position683
world space are the target values which are stand684
ised by subtracting the mean pose and dividing by685
standard deviation computed over all speakers ac686
all training sequences.687

10.2 Audio Representation688

Mel Spectrograms or Mel Frequency Cepstral C689
ficients (MFCCs) are often used in speech-to-mo690
pipelines (Habibie et al., 2021; Alexanderson et691
2020a; Taylor et al., 2021). We instead use a m692
trained using a multi-task learning framework th693
comprised of 12 regression tasks. (PASE+) (Rava694
et al., 2020) features encode an audio waveform695
should implicitly encode MFCCs and other spe696
related information, including prosody and speech697
tent. Speech is downsampled using a band-sinc filte698
method from 44.1KHz to 16KHz.699

10.3 Generative Model700

Using an LSTM-based model, we train using a si701
motion frame’s worth of audio (33ms) to predict a fr702
of motion. To ensure motion is speaker-specific703
condition the speech using a learned feature vector704
encodes a speaker’s identity. This learned feature705
tor should adequately associate the speaker and t706
gesturing style. With this learned feature vecto707
should allow us to introduce a speaker’s potentially708
characteristic mirrored motion to the model, wit709
affecting the gesturing style of the speaker.710
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STM model contains 4 bi-directional layers,
h 1024 hidden units and a 40% dropout fol-

a ReLU non-linearity layer and a fully con-
yer. The output from the fully connected layer
mated (standardised) body pose at that frame.

raining Procedure
re trained using the Adam optimiser with a
rate of 0.0001 and batch size of 256. Not all
s contain hand motion, where this is the case,
te the loss against all joints in the body except

s. We use 30-frame long sequences to train,
-second overlap on each window.
e a multi-term loss function. We minimise the
alues as an 𝐿2 loss on joint positions and also

s on joint velocity and acceleration. Introduc-
elocity and acceleration allows the model to
smoother and more realistic transitions. On
on of some bone stretching artefacts due to
not having any constraint on distance apart,
e an 𝐿1 loss on bone length. The final loss 𝐿𝑐

ted as:

𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿2 (𝑦,𝑦)
𝐿𝑣 = 𝐿2 (𝑓 ′(𝑦), 𝑓 ′(𝑦))
𝐿𝑎 = 𝐿2 (𝑓 ′′(𝑦), 𝑓 ′′(𝑦))
𝐿𝑏 = 𝐿1 (𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑠 , 𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑠 )
𝐿𝑐 = 𝐿𝑝 + 𝐿𝑣 + 𝐿𝑎 + 𝐿𝑏

(2)

𝑦 and𝑦 is the ground truth and predicted mo-
𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑠 and 𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑠 are Euclidean distances

each joint and its parent in the skeleton hierar-
e ground truth and predicted motion respec-
e term 𝐿𝑝 is representative of positional ac-
𝑣 velocity accuracy, 𝐿𝑎 acceleration accuracy,
length accuracy and 𝐿𝑐 is the combined loss.
2 represent Mean Absolute Error and Mean
Error respectively.

xperimental Setup
the same model architecture on each of the
efined as follows:
. We form a baseline using all available train-
with no augmentation.
a. A random subsample of the training data
he number of samples by approximately 50%
a model using this reduced data to enable us to
the effect of doubling the size of the training
gmentation versus adding additional ground
a.
Same Identity. We augment the Half Data

set by laterally mirroring the pose at each

frame. Mirrored data is assigned the same identit754
bel as the original speaker. This allows us to determ755
the impact of introducing uncharacteristic motion756
specific speaker.757
Mirrored Virtual Identity. We augment the758
Data training set by laterally mirroring the pose at759
frame. During training, we assign a new virtual i760
tity label to the mirrored data. This allows us to de761
mine if adding motion that could be considered c762
acteristic for a different speaker aids or hinders pe763
mance.764
All Data Mirrored Virtual Identity We addition765
train our model on all available training data plus766
laterally mirrored augmentation. As in the Mirr767
Virtual Identity setting, the augmented sequences768
assigned new virtual identity labels. This represents769
optimal setting.770

10.6 Results771

We continue to use motion characteristics to ev772
ate performance. These include positional pose p773
distances from the mean pose and temporal han774
ness. Our analysis should provide an indication of775
characteristic the predicted motion is and whether776
introduction of motion has had an impact on pe777
mance. We follow the same procedure as in Secti778
and translate per frame so that the midpoint of the779
and right shoulders and centred on the origin.780

10.6.1 Using the same identity781

We observe two key findings; the mirrored data782
duced far more muted and symmetrical motion783
desired.784

We found the movement generated to be posit785
ally symmetrical over the whole pose but particu786
with arm movements. Figure 16a shows each of787
arms consistently raising simultaneously when u788
mirrored data as the same identity. While using789
half of the data and no mirror augmentation, there790
more asymmetrical poses which are closer to the c791
acteristics performed in the ground truth.792

Figure 16b indicates the amount of time and793
tance away from the mean pose. It is a com794
trend across speakers that the distance from the m795
pose was lower in the mirrored with the same iden796
split when compared to motion generated from ha797
the data and the ground truth. This is indicativ798
the muted motion observed, producing slow and s799
movements.800

Temporal symmetry is notably present when u801
the same identity. When the left-hand moves, the r802
hand also moves at the same time producing unnat803
motion. Figure 16 shows a strong correlation betw804
the left and right wrists moving at a temporal lag o805
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e. When compared to the ground truth, this
poral symmetry is very uncharacteristic of the

ugmenting With a Virtual Identity

etrimental effect of including mirrored data
same identity, we examine the effects of in-

irrored data under a virtual identity (Mirrored
entity.
entified improvements in generated motion

aried between speakers, however, we did not
ative impact on performance. Mirroring with
identity was found to be competitive with a
ined with all of the available data, often im-
ositioning, adding some more movement that
sembles the ground truth and generating mo-
all of the data.

ample of improvement from including lateral
data is shown in Figure 17. The distribution

ces from the mean pose shown in Figure 17b
from half of the data and half mirrored as a

entity. We also note the poses in Figure 17a ap-
er to the predictions using all of the data and
uth. By seemingly lowering the arms more of-
the generated motion using half of the data,
orts the hypothesis that the addition of mir-
a as a virtual identity can be competitive with
ncluding all data.

iscussion
ss our findings on arm symmetry during
nversation and its impact on lateral mirroring
motion data augmentation. We present the
issues that could arise, and when it would and
t be a suitable data augmentation approach.
ral mirroring is used for body data augmen-
ution should be taken if gesturing style and

ess of the speaker are to be preserved. From
sis it is clear that mirroring can result in both
es and dynamics for certain speakers who

th a high degree of arm symmetry. Statis-
lysis can be performed on a per-speaker ba-
ure that this is the case. However, for these
mmetrical speakers, the information gained
roring the arm motion might be minimal. In
rity of cases, the speakers did not move sym-
y, and the mirrored data would not reflect
characteristics of a speaker’s gesturing style.
rroring could produce a physically valid pose
aker, it may not fit with their motion style or
ess.
our generative modelling, a naive mirroring
tation did not predict characteristic or plau-

sible motion and was found to be detrimental to m857
performance. We instead suggest the use of a new858
tual identity for the mirrored poses. We found859
the amount of improvement was speaker-depend860
We speculate this may be due to the non-uniform861
tribution of data across the speakers. As the dat862
used has shallow and deep speakers, the amount of863
available per speaker varies. Although the models864
peared to capture the speaker identities well, there865
chance that with small amounts of data for some sp866
ers, the motion characteristics required to describe867
speaker’s motion are simply not present in the trai868
data. We speculate the improvement may be due t869
increase in generalised characteristics common ac870
all speakers. If the aim is to preserve the gesturing s871
and handedness of the original speaker, lateral mi872
ing should instead be used to increase the numbe873
speakers in a dataset by treating the mirrored dat874
its own virtual identity. Care must still be taken to875
count for directional cues in the training data sp876
that could lead to a multi-modal disparity.877

Shallow25 in Figure 7 is an example of an as878
metrical self-adaptor trait that is characteristic to879
speaker. The left arm touching the right arm is com880
in their data, but the right arm does not appear to to881
the left arm in the same manner. If this stylistic mo882
was to be maintained, simply mirroring the body883
would not suffice.884

Mirroring the data has the potential to cancel885
temporal offset characteristics. We have observed886
certain speakers gesture with a leading hand. We fo887
a generative model that has been trained on both888
original and augmented motion data with the s889
identity removes any temporal offsets and prod890
temporally symmetrical motion. This synthetic mo891
would not be faithful to the original speaker.892

Given the speaker-dependent nature of the am893
of symmetry, we expect the inclusion of a symm894
statistic to aid in numerous tasks. We discuss the895
of statistics for synthetic motion evaluation in896
tion 11.1, however, we also suggest considering897
use of these statistics for identity classification.898
tion symmetry could be important to the classifica899
of speaker identity. We expect that a discrimina900
model (i.e. “Does this motion resemble the expe901
speaker?”) could be successful when classifying902
ing symmetry motion characteristics. More work i903
quired to determine what degree of success clas904
ing a speaker’s identity using motion symmetry a905
could provide.906

The mutual dependence between the mirr907
poses and original is speaker dependent, and we908
serve that some information is gained through la909
mirroring. More information may be enticing, how910
this measure does not inform on appropriateness,911
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d information may introduce uncharacteristic

us work by Çatak et al. (Çatak et al., 2018)
dered the impact of handedness on beat and
ational gestures. They found that beat ges-

a preference for the dominant hand of the
whereas representational gestures varied. In
ed speakers, there was no preference, but in
ded speakers, there was a right-handed pref-
This suggests that, although arm positions
reflectively similar, the types of gesturing

varied. When training a generative body mo-
el using mirrored motion, there is a risk that
ds will produce beat gestures in the synthe-

ation, which may reduce realism or even un-
ing.
alysed a few gesture types and their relation-

mmetry. While we cannot generalise from this
lysis, it would be sensible to consider when

esture types could be adequately mirrored. It
al that handedness is maintained during direc-
positional gestures, such as pointing to com-
a direction. If a speaker uses a gesture to
the left and the augmented version points to
with no adaptation of the corresponding au-
h, this would lead to a disparity in the multi-
ntext. When building gesture-generation sys-
ould be beneficial to keep the handedness of

produced consistent.
er study is required to determine the impact of
g positional and temporal symmetry on real-
nderstanding. However, our findings suggest
should be taken when augmenting data us-
l mirroring. There is a risk that with this aug-
ata the motion could lose speaker-dependent
istics.

valuating Synthetic Motion
ant challenge in data-driven synthesis of em-
ents is how to evaluate the synthesised body

n. It is common to evaluate performance of
e models by means of a user study (Alexan-
al., 2020a). Assuming the synthesised data is

ent that of a particular speaker, the analysis
study could also be considered as a perfor-

aluation method.
goal is to generate animated body motion

ithful to the style of a particular speaker, we
pect the animation to possess the same po-
nd temporal characteristics as the speaker’s
uth motion. We propose that statistical anal-
d on the work presented in this paper would
ood indicators of these qualities. The per-
ercentage of time spent in the extreme gesture
gree of spatial symmetry and temporal lag of

the animated result compared to the ground truth966
tion would be indicative of the similarities in both967
turing style and handedness.968

12 Conclusion969

We have studied four subjects from the Talking970
Hands dataset to examine the symmetry in arm971
tion during dyadic conversation. We found that972
tion symmetry is highly speaker dependent. We973
rived a data-driven approach for defining a per-spe974
gesture space, and found that the arms exhibited m975
lateral symmetry when in the common gesture s976
(closer to the mean pose) than when in the extr977
space (further from the mean). We discovered978
some speakers gesture with a leading hand, and ot979
maintain left-right temporal alignment. We used in980
mation theory to find there is a large amount of in981
mation to be gained from both wrists. We employ982
speech-to-motion model to support our findings.983

Using these findings we have determined the984
ficacy of lateral mirroring for data augmentation985
the considerations that should be made. If the986
is to maintain a speaker’s gesturing style and h987
edness, mirroring for generating further example988
that speaker can only be used in certain cases, an989
not suitable as a generic data augmentation appro990
However, we suggest it is suitable for increasing991
number of speakers in the training set by treating992
mirrored data as a new virtual identity.993

Finally, we propose our statistical analysis for ev994
ating the performance of speech-driven conversati995
agents to ensure that speaker characteristics have b996
retained in the synthesised motion.997
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Speaker ID: Deep 6


GT

All + 
Mirrored 
Virtual 
Identity

All

Half + 
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Virtual 
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Mirrored 

Same 
Identity

(a) (b) (c)

: A comparison for a single speaker’s generated motion showing detrimental impact of including mirr
nder the same identity. Each row corresponds to a different data split used. Column (a) contains the or
rojection of a pose at every second in the sequence. Column (b) shows the distribution of distances from

pose. Column (c) shows the cross correlation lags between the onset of left wrist motion given right w
the Z (left-right) and Y (up-down) shown in brown and pink respectively
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Speaker ID: Shallow 18
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(a) (b) (c)

: A comparison for a single speaker’s generated motion showing detrimental impact of including mirr
nder the same identity. Each row corresponds to a different data split used. Column (a) contains the or
rojection of a pose at every second in the sequence. Column (b) shows the distribution of distances from

pose. Column (c) shows the cross correlation lags between the onset of left wrist motion given right w
the Z (left-right) and Y (up-down) shown in brown and pink respectively
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